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At a glance...

Background

Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator provides organisations across
the content supply chain with the most powerful and flexible
workflow orchestration and automation platform available
today.

With the explosion in media consumption across an
increasing number of delivery platforms, the need for media
organisations to introduce efficient processes and practices
becomes every more compelling. No longer will spreadsheets,
basic scripting or shared folders and manual transfers keep up
with the demand. Equally as important is the fact that these
methods don’t provide the level of communications, analysis
and metrics needed to understand the business operations or
implement dynamic changes when demands change.

•

Includes Mediaflex-UMS Composer, the intuitive and easy
to use drag-and-drop UI.

•

Easily create, clone, and modify workflows from your
desktop without the need for specialist personnel.

•

No restrictions on the number or complexity of workflows.

•

No need to restart the system to implement workflow
changes.

•

Dynamic business rules, based on metadata values, can
be built into any workflow for automated decision making.

•

Workflows can incorporate manual and automated tasks
as well as parallel task processing within a single workflow.

•

Jobs can be tracked and updates triggered in near real
time.

•

Notifications and messaging can be triggered when
specific events occur.

•

Complete audit trail of every event including resources
used (technology and/or human) for reporting.

•

Integrates with a wide selection of 3rd party vendor
systems and technologies across the content supply chain.

So whether you are looking for a fully cloud hosted system,
a fully on-premise implementation or a hybrid environment,
the Mediaflex-UMS platform provides the most powerful and
flexible content supply chain management solution available
today.
Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator, an integrated component of
Mediaflex-UMS Conductor, delivers maximum efficiency to
acquire, manage and deliver content and metadata, whether
acquiring it from 3rd parties via the intuitive web based
Supplier Portal, preparing it through the QC & Repurposing
tasks or delivering OTT packages through the Publishing tasks.
The power and agility of the Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator is
complemented with Mediaflex-UMS Composer. This intuitive
graphical UI puts you in control. A library of configurable
tasks, covering all aspects of the content supply chain, is
available to enable workflows to be designed and created
without any development or specialist personnel. However,
for those looking to develop and complement the workflows
with their own integrations or applications, the platform has a
comprehensive API and a number of more technical tasks to
enable further in-house or 3rd party developments.
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What are workflows?
In the content supply chain, business
workflow processes are made up of
one or multiple tasks. It may be a fairly
simple process of moving a content
file from one shared storage location
to another in a single tasks, or for an
operator to carry out an assessment for
QC on the content. It might also be a
more complex multi-task process where
decisions based on information available
dictate what the next task might be. For
example, checking the format of content
being delivered from production houses
or studios and deciding if it needs to be
transcoded to house format as the next
task and then moved to the QC task, or if
transcoding is not required, to be moved
directly to the QC task.
As more and more content is needed
to meet the demands of consumption
across multiple platforms then the
complexity, scale and number of business
processes means that automating and
orchestrating them is a necessity, not
just a nice to have.
With Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator and
Composer the complexity and hard
work has been taken out of defining
and running business processes across
the content supply chain, putting you
in control of your content, system and
business.
Let’s first define the components and
terminology found in Mediaflex-UMS
Orchestrator and Composer:

‘Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator’

‘Mediaflex-UMS Composer’

Sometimes referred to as the workflow
engine, the Orchestrator is the immensely
powerful backend processing environment
that executes the instructions, based on
the configuration associated with every
task in every job. It also utilises metadata
values from multiple sources, including
the content, databases and AI derived.

The graphical user interface enabling
authorised client personnel to create,
test, modify and put into production
workflow presets. The UI provides a
library of over 40 highly configurable
tasks, arranged in logical operational
groups, to process both digital and
physical content and metadata from
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ingest to archive and on to publishing.
Each task can be configured from drop
down menus that require no scripting or
development. All of the hard work has
been done for you in the UMS Composer.

‘Task Group’
A logical grouping of tasks within the
Mediaflex-UMS Composer user interface.
For example, the Archive, Archive Restore
and Archive Delete tasks are grouped
under the Archive Group.

‘Workflow Task’, normally
referred to as just ‘Task’

Workorder Management

A specific instance of an event that can
be carried out with or without human
interaction. For example, a manual
Assess (QC) with an operator watching
and listening to the content and making a
decision, or a fully automated Assisted QC
using a device, such as Interra Baton. There
are also specific logical processing tasks,
such as decisions and nested workflows
enabling extensive automated processing.

‘Preset Group’
User configurable logical groups enabling
presets to be grouped for ease of access
and identification. For example, all presets
for OTT publishing could be saved under
an “OTT publish” group, or all distribution
presets under a “Distribution” group.

‘Workflow Preset’, normally
referred to as just ‘Preset’
A

template

consisting

of

one

more tasks configured to carry out a
business process. Tasks in the preset
can be automated and/or manual and,
depending on the task, can be actioned
in serial and/or parallel. Decision tasks
can be used to define the next task(s) to
be actioned based on metadata values
from multiple sources.

or

Effective management of the content
supply chain, both within an organisation
and with its suppliers and clients,
requires constant visibility, efficient
communication and accurate analytics.
With the Mediaflex-UMS platform you get
full 3600 operational visibility, enabling
you to take action where and when
required. You can monitor workloads
for manual and automated processes,
implement work order prioritisation,
load balancing and elastic resource
management for both cloud based and
on-prem resources. Workorders can be
actioned immediately on a trigger event,
such as a file arriving in an AWS S3 bucket
or at a scheduled time.

Workorder referred to in
Mediaflex-UMS as ‘Job’
An instance of a preset that has been
actioned. The Job can be raised (actioned)

immediately on a trigger event or at a
scheduled time and can be triggered in a
number of different ways:
1. By a user carrying out a process. For
example, after a user has searched
for content and found what they
want, they might want the content to
be dubbed or subtitled, so they would
select the relevant preset to send the
proxy to the subs or dubbing house.
2. By an event configured in the system.
For example, a content file arriving
in a specific storage location, such as
Amazon S3 bucket or on-premise FTP
share.
3. By a change in a metadata value.
4. By a decision branch in another job.
5. By a 3rd party using the MediaflexUMS RESTful API.
All tasks within the workorder will,
just like any business process, have
interdependencies on preceding tasks.
These interdependencies are fully
supported ensuring that tasks cannot be
undertaken before the previous task(s)
has been completed, whether they be
automated or manual. To ensure accurate
analytics every task in a workorder has a
comprehensive audit trail, ensuring that
metrics for every aspect is captured.
This includes - Start Time, Duration, End
Time, Resources Used (both human and
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technology) as well as content related information such as
Source Content, Frames, Output Content and much more, thus
enabling the organisation to analyse and understand the entire
content supply chain value.

‘Job Schedule’
The dynamic list of all jobs raised across the system. Although
there is only one actual job schedule, the functionality enables
many logical job schedules to be created with user access restricted to which one(s) they have permissions for. For example,
a QC operator might be able to view all jobs that have been assigned to their personal schedule as well as those jobs assigned
to the QC department. Administrators, with appropriate permissions, can allocate and re-allocate tasks to individual users, or
groups, simply by dragging and dropping in the UI.

As well as providing information on all the jobs raised, it
provides a dynamic near real time view of the status of every
job and its constituent tasks. Where 3rd party systems, such
as transcoders, provide information through the API, the job
schedule will also display the percentage progress of the
individual tasks.

Creating true digital transformation
The power behind Mediaflex-UMS Orchestrator is the
functionality that enables organisations to digitally define,
create, modify, run and analyse their business processes, thus
delivering true digital transformation across the entire content
supply chain. Mediaflex-UMS Composer provides the front end
to digitally enable definition, creation and modification of the
processes in graphical form.

Prioritisation functionality is provided as both a Job and
Task level and can be set by both programmatic or manual
operations.

TMD specialises in the development and delivery of solutions and services to the global media, broadcast and
archive industries using the Mediaflex family of products.
Mediaflex enables media organisations to manage both the physical media and digital file based content with
their associated workflows.

Maximise efficiency of your content supply chain. Contact TMD today.
United Kingdom | USA | Australia | Malaysia

www.tmd.tv
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